


All the  parts together

Main wings:



INSTALL SERVO:

Cut the servo hole on the bottom of Cut the horn hole at the aileron 

Gather wing parts as shown.

Connect the aileron and the main wing
by hinges. 

Apply epoxy into hinge hole of the wing

the main wings



INSTALL SERVO:

Install the servo  and fix it with  screws.

completed

Insert the fiberglass control horn and
glue with AB glue



LANDING GEAR:

Gather the parts for the main
landing gear.

Use screw to fixed the landing gear

Install the wheel as shownInstall wheel pant



LANDING GEAR:

Install the wheel cover,and fix it up 
to landing gear with  screw

Install landing gear cover plate

Install exhaust pipe plate  



STABILIZER AND RUDDER:

Gather the parts for the rudder Put the steel wire in the hinges 
between the rudder and the 
connecter of vertail fin  

 Fixed steel wire Cut a hole for install tail wheel langing 
gear



TAIL WHEEL LANDING EGAR:

Use screws to lock the tail wheel onto
fusalage

 Drill the hole for install spring 

Connect the spring to the tail wheel Finished photo

Fixed with glue



Gather the parts 

Insert the fiberglass control horn and 
glue with AB glue

STABILIZER SERVO:

Apply epoxy into hinge hole of the wing



Install elevator servo

Fixed the stabilizer with screws

STABILIZER SERVO:



   RUDDER SERVO:

Gather the parts for install rudder
servo.

Glue the hinges

Install rudder servo



Drill the hole at the engine mount

Drill push rod hole for control  
the throttle 

ENGINE:



Install servo at the throttle  Finished 

Cut a hole in the cowl for install 
Engine 

Install Engine

ENGINE:



Install the cowl

Connect the main wings and the 
fuselage with  Carbon fiber tube.

ENGINE:



Install the battery,receiver and
switch in place as shown.

Install the fuel tank into the

fuselage, and fixup it with

belt.

Fuel:



175mm

6 .8in

175mm




